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The initial-value problem du/dt + A(u) = f; u(0) = 0, where A is a 
nonlinear coercive operator mapping X into Y* is considered. X and Y are 
two reflexive Banach spaces and A is assumed to satisfy some weak continuity 
properties. 
The results give the existence of Hopf’s solution of the Navier-Stokes 
equations as well as solutions of equations of the form 
z+ 2 Da(a,&, t) D&s) + u 1 D^-‘u 1 = f. 
IbllltJla~ 
Results of Browder and of Lions on nonlinear parabolic equations are special 
cases of those obtained in this paper. 
Strongly nonlinear parabolic equations have been studied by 
Browder [2] and by Lions [4] using the theory of monotone operators 
defined on a reflexive separable Banach space. In spite of the generality 
of the theories, the important Navier-Stokes equations of hydro- 
dynamics fall outside the framework of their treatments. 
The purpose of this paper is to extend the results of Ref. [2] and of 
Ref. [4] so as to include the Navier-Stokes equations and some 
strongly nonlinear parabolic equations. 
In Section 1 the notations and the assumptions are given. An 
abstract existence theorem is proved. The applications are given in 
Section 2. First, strongly nonlinear parabolic equations of Ref. [2] and 
of Ref. [4] are considered. Then the results of Section 1 are applied 
to the study of the Navier-Stokes equations in cylindrical domains. 
The global solutions obtained, besides having all the properties of 
Hopf’s solution, are such that D,u eL2(0, T; W*), where W* is the 
dual of an appropriate Hilbert space. No restriction on the dimension 
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of the space domain is imposed. Finally, nonlinear parabolic equations 
of the form 
D,u + c D=(a&, t) DBu) + u 1 D-lu 1 = f 
l4Yl~l~m. 
are shown to have generalized solutions. 
SECTION 1 
Let H be a Hilbert space and (-,-)H be the inner product in H. Let 
V, W be two reflexive separable Banach spaces with WC V C H. W 
is dense in V and V is dense in H. The natural injection mappings of 
W into I’ and of I’ into H are respectively compact and continuous. 
Let V* be the dual of V and {-;> be the pairing of V and V*. 
The pairing between W and IV* is denoted by (*;). 
Consider the Banach space F = D(0; T; V) of equivalence classes 
of functions u(t) from [0, T] to V with the norm 
(s;) is the pairing between F and its dual F*. Let Y = L’(O, T; W) 
with 2 < p < r < co and ((e;)) be the pairing between Y and Y*. 
Thus 
(u, v) = j: (u, v)~ dt if u E Lp(O, T; H) and v E F. 
Similarly for (( *, -)). 
Set X = F n L”(0, T; H). We shall say that u, -+ u weakly in X if 
u, -+ u weakly in F and u, -+ u in the weak* topology of Lm(O, T; H). 
In this paper, nonlinear operators A mapping X and Y into Y* 
satisfying the following assumption are considered: 
ASSUMPTION (I). (i) A is continuous from line segments in X to the 
weak topology of Y*; 
(ii) If u, -+ u weakly in X, u, in Y, u,’ -+ u’ weakly in Y*, 
Au, +g weakly in Y*, with g + u’ in F”, and 
lim sup Re{((u,’ + Au,, u,)) + II ~,(0)16> < Re<g + u’, u> + II 4O)ll~, 
then Au = g; 
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(iii) If u, --f u weakly in Y, u,’ + u’ weakly in Y*, then Au, --f Au 
weakly in Y* and ((Au, , u,)) -+ ((Au, u)). 
Before proving an existence theorem, let us make a remark about 
Assumption (I). The operators considered by Browder [2], Lions [4], 
and all the weakly continuous operators from F into F* satisfy 
Assumption (I). 
LEMMA 1. Let A(u, v) be a nonlinear mapping of F x F into F*. 
Suppose that 
(i) Re<A(u, v> - 4 u w,v-w~>Oforallu,v,winF; , ) 
(ii) A(u, v) maps bounded sets of F x F into bounded sets of F*; 
(iii) For Jixed u in F, A(u, *) is continuous from line segments in F 
to the weak topology of F*; 
(iv) If u, -+ u weakly inF, u,’ ---f u’ weakly in Y*, then A(un , v) + 
A(u, v) in F* for each v in F; 
then Au = A(u, u) satisjies Assumption (I). 
Proof. (1). Suppose that u, + u weakly in X, u, in Y, u,’ + u’ 
weakly in Y*, Au, + g weakly in Y* and 
lim sup Re{((u,’ + Au, , u,)> + II dYll~1 < Re(g + u’, u> + II uWl& - 
Then we show that Au = g. 
By hypotheses, we have 
WKu, - v’, un - Q$ + II %L(O) - mll~ 
+ ((4, , un) - Ah > 4, u, - d)> 2 0 
for all 9 in Y with ‘p’ in F*. 
The above expression may be rewritten as 
JWb’ + Au, , u,J) + II u,(O)ltf) 
> WW + A(G, v), u, - v> + (u,’ + A@,, Q, v> 
+ w,(0), 94% - II dwz~. 
Therefore 
Wg + u’, u> Z W<v’ + A@, d, u - v> + (u’ + g, VX 
- II 40) - qPP)ll?I ; 
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hence Re(g + u’ - v’ - A(u, v), u - y) + (( u(O) - q(O)[[i > 0 for 
all q~ in Y with cp’ in F*. 
Let e,(t) and 8,(t) be functions in C,,m(E1) with e1 + 8, = 1 on 
[0, T] and f&(O) = 0,(T) = 0. For v in F with V’ in F*, set V~ = ejv; 
j= 1,2. 
There exist {9)nj>, y’nj = cbl &(t) wki with #kj E Cm(E1), wki in v, 
such that vnj + V~ in F and q~$ -+ Vi’ in F*. Cf. Ref. [5], p. 45. Hence 
qn = vnl + ~~a -+ v in F and vn’ -+ V’ in F*. Thus v,(O) -+ v(0) in H. 
Since W is dense in I’, we obtain 
II u(O) - v(O)ll& + Re(g + u’ - v’ - A(u, w), u - V) > 0 
for all v in F with v’ in F*. 
A well-known argument of the theory of monotone operators gives 
Au = A(u, u) = g. 
(2) If u, --+ u weakly in Y, un’ -+ u’ weakly in Y*, then since the 
injection mapping of W into V is compact it follows from Ref. [l] that 
u, + u in F. A proof as above shows that Au, -+ Au weakly in F*. 
Moreover ((Aun , un)) = (Au,, u,> + (Au, u) = ((Au, u)). 
The lemma is proved. 
The main result of this paper is the following theorem: 
THEOREM 1. Let A be a nonlinear operator mapping X and Y into Y * 
and satisfying Assumption (I). Suppose further that 
(i) A maps bounded sets of X and of Y into bounded sets of Y * ; 
(ii) Re((Au, u)) > ~(11 u llF) (/ u (IF for all u in Y and c(r) is such 
that c(r) --t+COasr-++oo; 
(iii) Re( Au, u) > Ofor all u in Y andfor almost all t in [0, T]. 
Then for each f in F*, there exists u in X with u’ in Y* such that 
u’ + Au = f, u(0) = 0. 
Theorem 1 will be derived from 
THEOREM 2. Suppose the hypotheses of Theorem 1 are satisjied. Let 
B(u) be a nonlinear mapping of Y into Y* satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(i) B maps bounded sets of Y into bounded sets of Y*; 
(ii) Re((Bu - Bu, u - v)) > 0 for all u, v in Y; 
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(iii) B is continuous from line segments in Y to the weak topology 
of y*; 
(iv) Re((Bu, u)) > cl(ll u IIy) jl u /lyfor all u in Y with cl(y) --+ + co 
tl.Cr-+CO. 
Then for each f in F* and for each E, 0 < E < 1, there exists u, in Y with 
u,’ in Y* such that 
u,’ + Au, + 44 = f; u,(O) = 0. 
Moreover II u, IIF + E II uc IL + II u,I lb + II u, IL=w,~;~~ < M, whe M 
is a constant independent of B. 
Proof of Theorem 1 using Theorem 2. (1) There exist nonlinear 
operators B of “elliptic type” satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 2. 
(2) From the weak compactness of the unit ball in a reflexive Banach 
space, we obtain u, --t u weakly in F, EU, -+ 0 weakly in Y, u,’ -+ u’ 
weakly in Y*, and u, --f u in the weak* topology of Lm(O, T; H) as 
E ---f 0. (More precisely, we have subsequences which we shall always 
assume to be the original one.) Hence Au, +g weakly in Y* and 
EB(Eu,) -+ 0 in Y* as 4 -+ 0, and therefore u’ + g = f; u(0) = 0. 
It remains to show that g = Au. Since ((Us’ + Au, , u,)) = ((f, u,)) = 
<f9 %), 
lim sup Re((u,’ + Au, , u,)) B Re<f, u> = R4g + u’, u>- 
It follows from Assumption (I) that Au = g. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let &(u, v) = Au + EB(EV) for u, z, in Y. It is 
clear that zZ(u, v) is a nonlinear mapping of Y x Y into Y*, taking 
bounded sets of Y x Y into bounded sets of Y*. Moreover &‘(u, u) 
is coercive and &(u, a) is monotone on Y. zZ(u, -) is continuous from 
line segments in Y to the weak topology of Y*. 
Suppose that u, -P u weakly in Y, un’ --t u’ weakly in Y*; then it 
follows from Assumption (I) that Au, -+ Au weakly in Y* and 
Ok 9 u,J) - ((Au, u)). Therefore (@‘(un , cp), 4) - ((d(u, v), 4) 
and ((A(+ , F),v)) - (W’(u, ~~1~4) for any F, v in Y. 
Applying Theorem 2.1 of Ref. [4], we get u, in Y, u,I in Y* such that 
us’ + Au, + +-4 = f; u,(O) = 0. 
It remains to show that (I u c 11 Lm(O,T.z, < M, where M is independent 
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of E. All the other assertions of Theorem 2 are obvious. Since 
u,’ = f - Au, - &(Eu,) and ~~(0) = 0, we have 
II a(t)ll% = 2 Re 11 (us’, u,) dt = 2 Re 11 (f - Au, - &(a,), u,) dt. 
But Re(Au, , u,) > 0 for almost all t on [0, T]. Therefore 
II u,(t)ll$ d 2 Re s 1 (f - 44, 4 dt 
< 4lfll~ II ue IIF + II B(~IY*E II u, Ild G M- 
Hence 1) u F jl Lm(O,T;H, < M, and M is independent of E. 
SECTION 2 
In this section we give some applications of Theorem 1 to the study 
of nonlinear parabolic equations. 
Let D be a bounded open subset of Rn with a smooth boundary aQ. 
The points of 1;2 will be denoted by x = (x1 ,,.., x,). Set Di = i-18/3xj; 
j = I,..., n. For each n-tuple 01 = (oil ,..., a,) of nonnegative integers, 
we write 
Da = fi Dj*j with 
j-1 j=l 
The points of El will be denoted by t and differentiation in t by D, . 
Let r be a positive integer. By functions, we mean r-vector functions 
u = (241 )..., u,), where each uk is a function on Sz or on Sz x [0, T]. 
Let K be a positive integer and denote by IP~p(sZ) the Banach space 
Wk*~(s;Z) = {u : u inLp(Q), Dau inLp(Q), / a j < k} 
with the norm: II u hp = (C,a,<k II Lh llpLP(n)I1’p~ 1 <P < cQ* 
I@“(Q) is the closure of C,m(sZ), the family of infinity of infinitely 
differentiable functions with compact support in Q, with respect to the 
II - Ilk,p norm. 
(I). Strongly Nonlinear Parabolic Equations 
The existence of solutions of the initial-value problems for the 
strongly nonlinear parabolic equations considered by Browder [2] and 
by Lions [4] may be established by applying Lemma 1 and Theorem 1. 
The proof is similar to that of Ref. [4], p. 168. 
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(II). The Navier-Stokes Equations 
Let V be the completion in the Ij * /11,2 norm of the set S, S = 
{p, : q~ E Com(sZ), div y = 0}, and let W be the completion of S in the 
II * llm,2 norm with m > 2 + [n/2]. Take H to be the completion of S 
in the L2(Q) norm. Then WC I’ C H and the natural injection 
mappings of W into V and of V into H are compact. Moreover 
w c c(a). 
Take Y = L4(0, T; W). C onsider the initial value problem 
D,u-Au+~ujD,u+gradp=fon8x[0,T], 
j=l 
divu =OonD x [0, T]; u=Oon~Qx[O,T];u(x,O)=O. 
THEOREM 3. For each f in F* = L2(0, T; V*), there exists 
u~Fn L”(0, T; H) with u’ E L2(0, T; W*) such that 
for all 9 in Y with ‘p’ in Y* and y(T) = 0. 
Proof. Let a(~, v) = C,“,+, JOT {<opk , Dp&+ (@+k , ~JH) 4 
where u is in X = L2(0, T; I’) n L”(0, T; H) and v is in Y. a(u, v) is 
well-defined and moreover is continuous, linear in v on Y. Hence 
4~ v) = ((Au, $1. T o p rove the theorem, we shall apply Theorem 1. 
It suffices to check parts (ii) and (iii) of Assumption (I); all the other 
hypotheses of Theorem 1 are clearly satisfied. 
Suppose that u, -+ u weakly in X and u,’ -+ u’ weakly in Y*. Since 
the natural injection mapping of V into H is compact it follows from 
Ref. [I] that U, -+ u in L2(0, T; H). Therefore, for each v in Y, 
II(%&> - u&N ~k(4li -+Oforalmostallton[O, T]asn-t+co. 
On the other hand, II(Q - ui) vk 11: < C 11 ZQ - ui 16 1) ok 11% <
M 11 v 11% . It follows from the Lebesgue bounded convergence theorem 
that 
U,jVk -+ ujv:‘lc in L2(0, T; H) as n -j +co. 
It is then easy to see that a(+ , v) -+ a(u, v) for any v in Y, i.e., 
Au, -+ Au weakly in Y*. 
It remains to verify part (iii) of Assumption (I). 
Suppose that u, -P u weakly in Y and un’ --f u’ weakly in Y*. We 
show that Au, -+ Au weakly in Y* and ((Au, , u,)) + ((Au, u)). Since 
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the natural injection mapping of W into V is compact, it follows from 
Ref. [l] that U, -+ u inL4(0, T; V). Hence 11 u,Du, - UDU IIL~(O,T;tl) < 
c II 24 III4 u, - u lIL4(o,T;Hj + II Du, - Du lIL4~0,T;HJ and therefore 
Au, --+ Au weakly in Y*. 
Applying Theorem 1, we get u in X with u’ in Y* such that 
zi + Au = f. 
It remains to show that U’ is in L2(0, T; IV*). But 
II Au II L*(O,T;W*) d WI1 u IL~(O,T:Y) + II uIIP(o,T;lf) II u IIL~(O,W,~~ 
So u’ = f - Au is inL2(0, T; W*). 
The theorem is proved. 
(III). Strong Nonlinear Perturbations of Linear Parabolic Equations. 
Let H = L2(Q), I’ = w1~(52), and W be ws2(Q), with 
m2 > m + 1 + [n/2]. The Dirichlet form 
a(u, 0) = c s’ (a,(*, t) D’LU, II%), dt 
lal,ldl<m 0 
is well-defined for u, v in F = L2(0, T; I’) and I q&x, t)l < M. 
Let g(x, t, to ,..., 1,-I) be a function satisfying the following 
assumption: 
ASSUMPTION (II). g(x, t, &, ,..., I&+~) is assumed to be measurable 
in x, t on Jz x [0, T] and continuous in all the other variables. Moreover 
0 < g(x, 4 50 ye**, 1,lwql+~~l~~l/. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose that 
(i) Re a(u, u) > C (1 u 11°F for all u in F; 
(ii) Assumption (II) is satisjed. 
Then for each f in F*, there exists u in X = F n L”(0, T; H) with u’ 
in L2(0, T; W*) such that 
((u’, 0) + 0, ‘p) + j: (d-, t, u,..., ~‘“-9, da dt = ((f, d) 
for all ‘p in Y = L4(0, T; W) with v’ in Y* and q~( T) = 0. 
Proof. We may write ((Au, 4) = a(u, 4 + .fl (ug(-, t, u,..., 
P-ru), v)~ dt, where u is in X and w  in Y. 
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To prove the theorem, we shall apply Theorem 1. 
It suffices to check parts (ii) and (iii) of Assumption (I). All the 
other hypotheses are clearly satisfied. 
(1) Suppose that U, --t u weakly in X and u,’ -+ U’ weakly in Y*. 
Then it follows from Ref. [l] that u, --+ u in L2(0, T; Wm-1*2(Q)). We 
deduce from our hypotheses on g that 
‘dun 9***, P-lu,) + g(u,..., Dm-4) in L2(0, T, H). 
Moreover, as in the proof of Theorem 3, u,v -+ uv inL2(0, T; H) for v 
in Y. Hence Au, ---t Au weakly in Y*. 
Part (ii) of Assumption (I) is verified. 
(2) Suppose that u, -+ u weakly in Y and u,’ ---t u’ weakly in Y*. 
Then, again from Ref. [I], we have U, --f u in L4(0, T; V). Hence 
g(u, 9 *** 9 P-%4,) +g(u, . ..) D’+%) in L2(0, T; H). Moreover, 
II f&z2 - u2 llLqo,T;~) d II 4 - u lIL4((J * H) ) ; II % + u L”ul,T;W~ 
G c II %a - u Ilp(o,T;a, --+ 0. 
So, Au, --+ Au weakly in Y* and ((Aun , u,J) -+ ((Au, u)). 
Part (iii) of Assumption (I) is satisfied. 
Since u’ = f - Au and II Au L~(o,~.~*~ < JJ{ll u IIF + II * IL.~~o,~~~ 
1) u IIF}, u’ lies inL2(0, T; W*). 
The theorem is proved. 
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